Stay clean,
green and
safe!
An all-in-one antiseptic,
cleanser, freshener,
antimicrobial surface
and skin sanitiser.

ISO CLEAN has been formulated in line with
the World Health Organisation (2020).
ABOUT:
ISO CLEAN Surface & Skin Sanitiser is an all-in-one antiseptic, cleanser and freshener.
Containing 70% Isopropyl Alcohol, it is an effective antimicrobial surface cleanser and
sanitiser. Safe to use on almost anything, it is a quick drying rubbing alcohol solution that
is the perfect all-rounder for everyday use.

USE ON:
So versatile, ISO CLEAN can be used as a general cleaner e.g. furniture, tables, counters,
windows and carpets. Moreover, it eliminates tough grime and residue, sanitises
personal items, removes stickers, refreshes bad odours and can even sanitise your
hands! ISO CLEAN will leave all surfaces and skin clean, sanitised and uplifted with a
refreshing lemon peel scent.

BENEFITS:
It is an anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, and anti-viral agent which will sanitise quickly and
thoroughly, destroying bacteria, fungi, and micro-organisms
Rubbing alcohol solution
All-in-one antiseptic, cleanser and freshener
Effective antimicrobial surface cleanser
Kills germs on skin without the need of water.

How to use?
It's simple. Either spray and wipe or spray and
air dry.
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Wipe off with cloth in one
continuous direction.

Spray ISO CLEAN onto desired
surface.
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Allow to air dry after spraying on
surface or rubbing in on skin.

Where to use?
Containing 70% Isopropyl Alcohol, its uses are
endless. Here are just some.
Cleaning:
using as a surface cleaner/disinfectant
cleaning stainless steel
removing dirt and grime on surfaces
disinfecting computer mouse and keyboard
disinfecting mobile phone
cleaning sinks and chrome
cleaning makeup brushes
removing hairspray from mirrors and tile
cleaning jewelry
remove ink and permanent marker stains
removing stickers
cleaning blinds
cleaning dry erase boards
deodorizing shoes
getting rid of fruit flies
preventing ring around the collar
refreshing sponges

Medical:
70% Isopropyl Alcohol is the most ideal
percentage solution that kills
microorganisms by dissolving the plasma
membrane of the cell wall.
it is an antiseptic
pharmaceutical grade surface disinfectant
pharmaceutical grade skin sanitiser
a quick and effective disinfectant of
equipment

AVAILABLE IN:

500 mL: Code 74208
5L Refill: Code 74202

With a higher alcohol content than leading
competitors, you can be assured that ISO CLEAN
is your hygiene solution.
www.cleanplus.com.au
(02) 9738 7444
reception@cleanplus.com.au
16 George Young Street, Auburn, NSW 2144

